




SSLC ENGLISH ANSWER KEY  

FIRT MID TERM EXAMINATION-  2019  

( THANJAVUR DIST) 

I. CHOOSE THE CORRCET SYNONYMS: 

 i. a. climbing 
 ii. c. smoldering 

 iii. c) jogging 

II. Choose the correct antonyms: 
 i. b. brave 
 ii. d. discouraged 

 iii. a. disbelief  
 

III. Answer any 8 of the following: 
 3. Formula - Formulae  
 4. a. joyful 

 5. Any relevant answer 
 6. a. shore 

     SECTION - B 
 7. b. Shall 

 8. a. You are requested to work hard 
 9. b. a 

 10. a) on 
 11. b. an effect of 
 

IV. Write brief answers to any three of the following: 
 12. The young seagull was hungry and his mother did not  2 marks 

come nearer to feed him. It made the seagull mad.     

 
 13.When the seagull stared to fly first time, a monsterous  2 marks 

 terror seized him for a moment. But then he uttered  
a joyful scream.   

 
14. The young seagull’s mother’s activities made him angry.  2 mark 

It prompted him to fly 
 
15. Herman and the narrator slammed the door because of 2 mark 

Their fear of the ghost.  
 

16. Mr. Bodwell and his wife were the narrator’s neighbours. 2 mark 
 

 



V. Answer the paragraph: 
 17. = nearly attempt     - 2 marks 

  = relevant answer with many mistake  – 3 marks 
  = relevant answer with a few mistake – 4 marks 

  = relevant answer without mistake   – 5 marks 

VI. Memory poem: 
18.  Let me but live my life from year to year,  

With forward face and unreluctant soul;  

Not hurrying to, nor turning from the goal;  

Not mourning for the things that disappear  

In the dim past, nor holding back in fear  

VII. Read the poetic lines and answer the following questions: 
19.  

a. The poet seeks for the quest of new friendship, high adventure, 
and a crown. 

  b. The poet’s  hope is the last turn in life’s journey  will be the best. 
 20.  a. the family live in Complaining street 

b. Because all the all people would be complaining always. 
 21 a. down – crown b. a- b- b- a 

VIII. Choose the best answer:      3x1=3 
22. i. Ferdinant 

 ii. Sycorax 

 iii. Somu 
IX. Character and speaker:      2x1=2 
23. i. Miranda 

 ii. Maya 
X. Answer the paragraph: 
 24. = nearly attempt     - 2 marks 

  = relevant answer with many mistake  – 3 marks 
  = relevant answer with a few mistake – 4 marks 

  = relevant answer without mistake   – 5 marks 

Xi. Advertisement: 
 Title          - 1 mark 

 Address        - 1 mark 
 Picture/point out any gift, discount, offers  – 2 mark 
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